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Bosonic quantum conversion systems can be modeled by many-particle single-mode Hamiltoni-
ans describing a conversion of n m-atomic molecules into m n-atomic ones. These Hamiltonians
are analyzed in terms of generators of a polynomially deformed su(2) algebra. In the mean-field
limit of large particle numbers, the system is classical and its Hamiltonian dynamics can again be
described by a polynomial deformation of a Lie algebra, where quantum commutators are replaced
by Poisson brackets. The Casimir operator restricts the motion to Kummer shapes, deformed Bloch
spheres with cusp singularities depending on m and n. The many-particle state densities can be
semiclassically approximated by the time-periods of periodic orbits, which show characteristic steps
and singularities related to the fixed points, whose bifurcation properties are analyzed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A recent paper by Graefe et al.[1] studies bosonic atom-
molecule conversion systems describing (non-interacting)
atoms which can undergo a conversion to diatomic
molecules, both populating a single mode. This is the
simplest possible conversion system modeling atom di-
atomic molecule conversion in cold atom systems and
Bose-Einstein condensates (BECs). These systems have
been studied extensively [2–14], quite often in a mean-
field approximation [1, 3, 6, 7, 14] where the conversion
can be described in terms of classical dynamics. In addi-
tion, the influence of particle interaction [6, 7, 10, 12, 15],
noise [13] and particle losses [12] has been studied as well
as extensions to systems coupling two modes [16].

The mean-field approximation of the many particle
system derived in [1] based on a polynomially deformed
su(2) algebra [17–20] showed that the mean-field conver-
sion dynamics takes place on a deformed Bloch sphere of
a teardrop shape (see also [12]). Such surfaces also ap-
pear in different context, namely coupled classical har-
monic oscillators at a 1 : 2 resonance which have been
denoted as Kummer shapes [21, 22], named after preced-
ing work by Kummer [23–27].

Here we extend the work in [1] to more general conver-
sion systems, where m molecules consisting of n atoms
can form a number n of m-atomic molecules and vice
versa, conserving the number N of atoms. The corre-
sponding Hamiltonian discussed in the subsequent sec-
tion models, e.g., triatomic and tetratomic homonuclear
molecular BECs [11], however, in addition to these ap-
plications in cold atom physics, it also describes other
systems of interest in different areas of physics, as for
example higher order harmonic generation, multiphoton
processes, frequency conversion or, quite generally, the
superposition of two harmonic oscillators.
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For such systems, nonlinear polynomial algebras [17,
18, 28] arise in a natural way [2, 4, 8, 20, 29–32]. How-
ever they have been almost exclusively employed in con-
text with superintegrability (or supersymmetry) [29–31]
allowing an analytic evaluation of the energy spectrum by
means of an algebraic Bethe ansatz [5, 11, 32]. Here we
employ this algebraic approach to demonstrate an inter-
esting connection between these quantum nonlinear alge-
bras to corresponding ones in classical mechanics where
quantum commutators are replaced by Poisson brackets
in a mean-field approximation for large N . Here the gen-
eral n :m-Kummer shapes [21, 22] replace the celebrated
Bloch sphere of the 1:1 case.

Algebraic methods are employed in most studies of
many-particle conversion models, as for example the
combined Heisenberg-Weyl and su(1, 1) algebras in [14]
for atom-diatom conversion. Here we will employ poly-
nomially deformed algebras appearing in a Jordan-
Schwinger transformation, which is described in the fol-
lowing section. The corresponding mean-field system is
derived in the subsequent section followed by a numerical
comparison between mean-field and many-particle ener-
gies as well as state densities. We end with a summary
and an outlook.

II. QUANTUM MANY-PARTICLE
CONVERSION SYSTEMS

A toy model for studying multi-particle conversion sys-
tems is provided by the Hamiltonian

Ĥ ′ = εaâ
†â+ εbb̂

†b̂+ v

2
√
Nm+n−2

(
â†mb̂n + âmb̂†n

)
, (1)

which describes a system of two types of ‘molecules’ A
and B each consisting of n respectively m equal particles,
or ‘atoms’, with creation and annihilation operators â†,

â and b̂†, b̂, respectively, with [â, â†] = [b̂, b̂†] = 1, [â, b̂] =

[â, b̂†] = 0, which can undergo a conversion, where m
molecules of type A form n molecules of type B and vice
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versa. (It is also possible to include additional interaction

terms â†â â†â, b̂†b̂ b̂†b̂ and â†â b̂†b̂ [6, 7, 10], but this is not
considered here.) The total number N of particles

N̂ = nâ†â+mb̂†b̂ (2)

is conserved:
[
Ĥ ′, N̂

]
= 0. In (1), εa,b are the energies

of the molecular modes and v describes the conversion
strength per particle, and, due to the N -dependent scal-
ing factor of the conversion strength, all terms in the
Hamiltonian scale linearly with N .

A. Quantum polynomial algebras

The analysis of the system described by the Hamilto-
nian (1) is greatly simplified by using techniques recently
developed as deformed Lie algebras, more precisely poly-
nomial deformations of the su(2) algebra. Here we will
closely follow the analysis by Lee et al. [20]. We first
introduce the generalized Jordan-Schwinger mapping to
the operators

ŝx =
â†mb̂n + âmb̂†n

2
√
Nm+n−2

, ŝy =
â†mb̂n − âmb̂†n

2i
√
Nm+n−2

,

ŝz =
nâ†â−mb̂†b̂

2mn
(3)

which commute with the number operator N̂ in (2). All
these operators scale linearly with the particle number
N .

Using the well known properties of the oscillator alge-
bra one obtains the commutator[

âm, â†m
]

= Πm
µ=1(â†â+ µ)−Πm

µ=1(â†â+ 1− µ), (4)

which is a polynomial of the number operator â†â whose
leading order term is[

âm, â†m
]

= m2(â†â)m−1 + . . . . (5)

We define a polynomial of order m + n in N̂ ′ and ŝz,
namely

P̂ (ŝz)=Πm
µ=1

(
N̂ ′+ ŝz+ µ

m

)
Πn
ν=1

(
N̂ ′−ŝz−1+ ν

n

)
, (6)

where N̂ ′ = N̂
2mn is a rescaled number operator, with

P̂ (ŝz)←→ P̂ (−ŝz − 1) for (m,n)←→ (n,m) (7)

as well as the operator functions

F̂ (ŝz) = −dmdn
(
P̂ (ŝz)− P̂ (ŝz−1)

)
, (8)

Ĝ(ŝz) = −dmdn
(
P̂ (ŝz) + P̂ (ŝz−1)

)
. (9)

with dk = kk/
√

2Nk−1. From (7) we find

F̂ (ŝz)←→ −F̂ (−ŝz) , Ĝ(ŝz)←→ Ĝ(−ŝz) (10)

for (m,n) ←→ (n,m) and therefore for m = n the sym-
metries

F̂ (−ŝz) = −F̂ (ŝz) and Ĝ(−ŝz) = Ĝ(ŝz) , (11)

i.e. F̂ (ŝz) and Ĝ(ŝz) are odd or even polynomials.
According to [20], the commutation relations can be

written as

[ŝz, ŝx]=iŝy, [ŝy, ŝz]=iŝx, [ŝx, ŝy]=iF̂ (ŝz) (12)

(see also appendix A) and

Ĉ = ŝ2x + ŝ2y + Ĝ(ŝz) (13)

is a Casimir operator commuting with all ŝj . Obviously
this operator can be modified by adding terms depending
only on the number operator N̂ , which also commutes
with the ŝj .

The leading order term of the polynomials P̂ (ŝz) and

P̂ (ŝz−1) is equal to (−1)n+1ŝ
(m+n)
z and hence Ĝ(ŝz) or

F̂ (ŝz) are polynomials in ŝz of order m+n or m+n− 1,
respectively.

In terms of the operators (3) we have

â†â = m(N̂ ′ + ŝz) , b̂†b̂ = n(N̂ ′ − ŝz) (14)

and the Hamiltonian (1) can be rewritten as

Ĥ ′ = Ĥ + (mεa + nεb)N̂
′ (15)

where, dropping the last term,

Ĥ = εŝz + vŝx with ε = mεa − nεb (16)

is the Hamiltonian referred to in the following.

The Heisenberg equations of motion i
˙̂
A = [Â, Ĥ] for

the operators (3) read

dŝx
dt

=−εŝy,
dŝy
dt

=εŝx − vF̂ (ŝz),
dŝz
dt

=vŝy (17)

which conserve, in addition to the particle number N̂ ,
the Casimir operator Ĉ(ŝx, ŝy, ŝz), i.e.

ŝ2x + ŝ2y = Ĉ − Ĝ(ŝz), (18)

and therefore 〈ŝ2x〉+〈ŝ2y〉 = 〈Ĉ〉−〈Ĝ(ŝz)〉 corresponding to
a generalized Bloch sphere [13], i.e. a deformation of the
Bloch sphere also denoted as a quantum Kummer shape
[33] in view of the classical Kummer shapes discussed in
the mean-field approximation in section III.

For later reference we evaluate the leading terms in the
limit of large N . With the abbreviations Â± = N̂ ′ ± ŝz
one obtains from (6) and (8), (9)

P̂ (ŝz)=Âm+ Â
n
−− n−1

2 Âm+ Â
n−1
− +m+1

2 Âm−1+ Ân−+. . . (19)

P̂ (ŝz−1)=Âm+ Â
n
−+ n+1

2 Âm+ Â
n−1
− −m−1

2 Âm−1+ Ân−+. . .(20)
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and

F̂ (ŝz) = dmdn
(
n Âm+ Â

n−1
− −mÂm−1+ Ân−+. . .

)
(21)

Ĝ(ŝz) = −dmdn
(
Âm+ Â

n
− + . . .

)
. (22)

Let us discuss some cases considered in the following
section in more detail, where in view of the symmetry
(10) it is sufficient to study the cases m ≥ n.

(1) (m,n) = (1, 1) : In this linear case we encounter the
su(2) algebra, namely

P̂ (ŝz) = −ŝ2z − ŝz + N̂ ′2 + N̂ ′ (23)

P̂ (ŝz−1) = −ŝ2z + ŝz + N̂ ′2 + N̂ ′ (24)

and, with d21 = 1/2, we have

F̂ (ŝz) = ŝz , Ĝ(ŝz) = ŝ2z − N̂ ′2 − N̂ ′ (25)

and the Casimir operator is

Ĉ = ŝ2x + ŝ2y + ŝ2z − N̂ ′2 − N̂ ′ . (26)

Up to insignificant N̂ ′-dependent terms this operator is
known as L̂2 for the angular momentum algebra. The
Casimir operator imposes a restriction to the surface of
a sphere, the Bloch sphere

ŝ2x + ŝ2y = Ĉ + N̂ ′2 + N̂ ′ − ŝ2z . (27)

(2) (m,n) = (2, 1) : In this case, describing a conversion
of two ‘atoms’ into diatomic ‘molecules’, which has been
studied quite extensively (see [1] and references therein),
we have

P̂ (ŝz) = −ŝ3z −
(
N̂ ′ + 3

2

)
ŝ2z +

(
N̂ ′2 − 1

2

)
ŝz

+N̂ ′3 + 3
2 N̂

′2 + 1
2 N̂

′ (28)

P̂ (ŝz−1) = −ŝ3z −
(
N̂ ′ − 3

2

)
ŝ2z +

(
N̂ ′2 + 2N̂ ′ − 1

2

)
ŝz

+N̂ ′3 + 1
2 N̂

′2 − 1
2 N̂

′ (29)

and, with d1d2 = 2/N ,

F̂ (ŝz)= 6
N ŝ

2
z + N̂

N ŝz −
N̂2

8N −
N̂
2N , (30)

Ĝ(ŝz)= 4
N ŝ

3
z+ N̂

N ŝ
2
z+ 8−N̂2−4N̂

4N ŝz− 4N̂3

N + 4N̂2

N (31)

in agreement with [1] up to the ŝz-independent terms.

(3) (m,n) = (2, 2) : For this case the nonlinear algebra
corresponds to the (cubic) Higgs algebra (see [29, 31] and
references therein) with

P̂ (ŝz) = ŝ4z + 2ŝ3z −
(
2N̂ ′2 + N̂ ′ − 5

4

)
ŝ2z (32)

−
(
2N̂ ′2 + N̂ ′ − 1

4

)
ŝz + N̂ ′4 + N̂ ′3 − 1

4N̂
′2 − 1

4N̂
′

P̂ (ŝz−1) = P̂ (−ŝz) (33)

and, with d22 = 8/N2,

F̂ (ŝz) = 4
N2

(
− 8ŝ3z + (8N̂ ′2 + 4N̂ ′ − 1)ŝz

)
(34)

Ĝ(ŝz) = 4
N2

(
− 4ŝ4z + (8N̂ ′2 + 4N̂ ′ − 5)ŝ2z

−4N̂ ′4 − 4N̂ ′3 + N̂ ′2 + N̂ ′
)
. (35)

Note that F̂ (ŝz) is an odd polynomial in ŝz and Ĝ(ŝz) is
even, as stated in (11).

In the same way the cases m,n ≥ 3 can be rewritten as
explicit polynomials, if desired. It should be noted that
the relations between the polynomials F̂ (ŝz) and Ĝ(ŝz)
for all these cases agree with equation (A9) in the ap-
pendix, interrelating the coefficients of the polynomials.

B. Numerical calculations

The dimension of the Hilbert space is Ndim = N
mn + 1

where we will assume in the following that N is an integer
multiple of mn. As a consequence of the superintegrabil-
ity the eigenvalues of the Hamiltonians can be obtained
analytically [11, 20] by means of a Bethe ansatz [32], but

for the following results we simply diagonalize Ĥ numer-
ically using a Fock basis

|j〉 = 1√
j!
â†j |0〉 , j = 0, 1, . . . (36)

with 〈j′|j〉 = δj′,j and

〈j′|â†â|j〉 = j δj′,j , 〈j′|â†m|j〉 =
√

(j+m)!
j! δj′,j+m,

〈j′|âm|j〉 =
√

j!
(j−m)! δj′,j−r (37)

and similarly for b̂ with j replaced by k. The states
|j, k〉 form an orthonormal basis of the Hilbert space.

The Ndim-dimensional subspaces of eigenstates of N̂ with
eigenvalue N are spanned by the basis

|µ〉 = |µm, Nm − µn〉 , µ = 0, 1, . . . , N
mn . (38)

Then the operators ŝx, ŝy, ŝz are represented by the ma-
trices

〈µ′|ŝx|µ〉 = 1
2

(√
βµ+1 δµ′,µ+1 +

√
βµ δµ′,µ−1

)
, (39)

〈µ′|ŝy|µ〉 = 1
2i

(√
βµ+1 δµ′,µ+1 −

√
βµ δµ′,µ−1

)
, (40)

〈µ′|ŝz|µ〉 =
(
µ− N

2mn

)
δµ′,µ . (41)

with βµ = N2−m−n(µm −m + 1) · · · (µm)(N/m − µn +
1) · · · (N/m− µn+ n) The matrices representing ŝx and
ŝy are tridiagonal and the matrix ŝz is diagonal with

equidistant eigenvalues ranging from − N
2mn for µ = 0 to

+ N
2mn for µ = N

mn . Trivially N̂ is equal to the iden-

tify multiplied by N , so that also F̂ (ŝz) and Ĝ(ŝz) are
diagonal.

III. CLASSICAL MEAN-FIELD SYSTEMS

In the mean-field limit N → ∞, also denoted as ther-
modynamic limit, the quantum operators as Â(â, â†)
are replaced by c functions A(a, a∗) and the quantum

commutator [Â, B̂] by the Poisson bracket i {A,B} =
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∂aA∂a∗B − ∂aB∂a∗A + ∂bA∂b∗B − ∂bB∂b∗A. In order
to derive this thermodynamic limit for the systems dis-
cussed above, we follow two different routes:

(a) First, as done by Graefe et al, [1], we consider the
limit η = ( N

mn + 1)−1 → 0, where only the leading or-

der terms of the algebra survive. With ηÂ → A and
η2[Â, B̂]→ i {A,B} the commutator relations (12) trans-
form to{

sz, sx
}

= sy ,
{
sy, sz

}
= sx ,

{
sx, sy

}
= f(sz) (42)

and, with ηK̂j → sj , ηN̂ → mn and ηN̂ ′ → 1
2 , we have

η
Âm+ Â

n−1
−

Nm+n−2 → (mn)2−m−n
(
1
2 + sz

)m( 1
2−sz

)n−1
(43)

η2
Âm+ Â

n
−

Nm+n−2→(mn)2−m−n
(
1
2 +sz

)m( 1
2−sz

)n
(44)

and finally from (21) η F̂ (ŝz) → f(sz) and η2 Ĝ(ŝz) →
g(sz) with

f(sz) = 1
2m

2−nn2−m
(
n
(
1
2 + sz

)m( 1
2 − sz

)n−1
−m

(
1
2 + sz

)m−1( 1
2 − sz

)n)
(45)

g(sz) = −m2−nn2−m
(
1
2 + sz

)m( 1
2 − sz

)n
, (46)

i.e according to (13) we obtain η2Ĉ → C with

C(sx, sy, sz) = s2x + s2y + g(sz). (47)

For the special case (m,n) = (2, 1) this yields

f(sz) = − 1
4 + sz + 3s2z (48)

g(sz) = − 1
4 −

1
4sz + s2z + 2s3z (49)

in agreement with [1].

(b) Alternatively, one can start from the classicalized ver-
sion of the Hamiltonian (1),

H ′ = εaa
∗a+ εbb

∗b+ v′
(
a∗mbn + amb∗n

)
, (50)

where the operators â, â† are replaced by c-numbers a,
a∗, i.e. η ââ† → a∗a with {a, a∗} = −i. The equations of

motion Ȧ = {A,H ′} conserve the function na∗a+mb∗b,

whose value is the limit η(nâ†â+mb̂†b̂) = ηN̂ → mn. In
analogy to (3) we define

sx =
a∗mbn + amb∗n

2
√

(nm)m+n−2
, sy =

a∗mbn − amb∗n

2i
√

(nm)m+n−2
,

sz =
na∗a−mb∗b

2mn
. (51)

with

a∗a = m
(
1
2 + sz

)
and b∗b = n

(
1
2 − sz

)
(52)

in correspondence with (14).

The Poisson bracket relations and the Casimir function
can be easily evaluated using {a, a∗m} = −ima∗m−1 as
well as {

am, a∗m
}

= −im2(a∗a)m−1 (53)

in agreement with the leading order term (5) of the quan-
tum commutator, and can be found in Holm’s book Geo-
metric Mechanics [21]. The results are again the Poisson
brackets (42) with the same function f(sz) obtained in
(45) and finally from (51) and (52)

s2x + s2y = (mn)2−m−n (a∗a)m(b∗b)n (54)

= m2−nn2−m
(
1
2 + sz

)m( 1
2 − sz

)n
= −g(sz),

which defines the functional relation C(sx, sy, sz) = s2x +
s2y + g(sz) [21], exactly as obtained above.

A. Classical polynomial algebras

We therefore obtain the Poisson bracket relations{
sz, sx

}
= sy ,

{
sy, sz

}
= sx ,

{
sx, sy

}
= f(sz) (55)

and we defined the function

C(sx, sy, sz) = s2x + s2y + g(sz) , (56)

where f(sz) and g(sz) are given in (45) and (46). One
can easily check that these functions satisfy

dg(sz)

dsz
= 2 f(sz) (57)

and therefore we find, using
{
sx, h(sz)

}
= −syh′(sz) and{

sy, h(sz)
}

= sxh
′(sz), the relations{

C, sx
}

=
{
C, sy

}
=
{
C, sz

}
= 0 . (58)

This is a polynomial deformation of the Lie algebra with a
Poisson bracket instead of a commutator and the Casimir
function C(sx, sy, sz), i.e. it is a constant of motion for
Hamiltonians H(sx, sy, sz).

B. Dynamics on Kummer shapes

The vector s = (sx, sy, sz) evolves in time according to
the equations of motion (62) keeping the Casimir function
constant, C(s) = C, where the value C can be chosen
equal to zero. An immediate consequence for a system
with Hamiltonian H(s) is the restriction of the dynamics
to the orbit manifold

s2x + s2y = −g(sz) = r2(sz)

= m2−nn2−m
(
1
2 + sz

)m( 1
2 − sz

)n
, (59)

i.e. a surface of revolution with a sz-dependent radius
r(sz). Following Holm these surfaces will be denoted as
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FIG. 1: Kummer shapes (59) for selected values of m and n.

Kummer shapes based on previous work by Kummer (see
[21, 22, 25–27]), which generalizes the Bloch sphere

s2x + s2y = r2(sz) = 1
4 − s

2
z (60)

for (m,n) = (1, 1) to polynomial algebras. Figure 1
shows some examples.

These Kummer shapes are manifolds with the possible
exceptions of the poles s± = (0, 0,± 1

2 ). Here the surface
is smooth at the north pole s+ for n = 1, at the south
pole s− for m = 1. For n ≥ 2 or m ≥ 2 the surfaces are
pinched at these points, where we have a tip for m or n
equal to 2 and a cusp for larger values. Figure 2 shows
the radius r(sz) as a function of sz for selected m and
n. The slope of the radius r(sz) at the poles is infinite
for n or m equal to 1, for m = 2 the slope at s− is equal
to 21−n/2, i.e.

√
2 for n = 1, 1 for n = 2 and 1/2 for

n = 4. For n = 2 the slope at s+ is equal to 21−m/2. For
m,n > 2 the slope at the poles is zero.

Let us recall that the dynamics generated by the
Hamiltonian

H = vsx + εsz (61)

follows the equations of motion ṡj =
{
sj , H

}
, i.e.

ṡx = −εsy , ṡy = εsx − vf(sz) , ṡz = vsy (62)

and the conservation of C(sx, sy, sz) restricts the orbit
to the Kummer surface (59), and in addition by the con-
servation of energy, so that the orbits are geometrically
given by the intersection of the Kummer shape (59) with
the surface H(sx, sy, sz) = E, which is a plane for the
Hamiltonian (50).

As already pointed out in Holm’s book [21] as well as in
[33], the Kummer dynamics can be formulated in terms
of the Nambu-Poisson bracket, a Lie bracket which also
satisfies the Leibnitz relation [34]. Using the relation (57)

−0.5 0 0.5
0

0.2

0.4

s
z

r(s
z
)

−0.5 0 0.5
0

0.2

0.4

s
z

r(s
z
)

FIG. 2: Radius r(sz) of the Kummer surface (59) for
(m,n) = (1, 1), (2, 1), (2, 2) (left) and (3, 1), (3, 2), (3, 3)
(right).

between f(sz) and g(sz), one can rewrite the equations
of motions in terms of the Nambu bracket{

A,B
}
C

= 1
2∇C ·

(
∇A×∇B

)
, (63)

where 1
2∇C = (sx, sy, f(sz)) is the gradient of the

Casimir function given in (56), in the convenient form

Ȧ =
{
A,H

}
C
, (64)

which immediately reveals the conservation of both the
Hamiltonian H and the Casimir function C. In addition,
the equation of motion for the vector s can be written as

ṡ =
{
s, H

}
C

= 1
2∇C ×∇H . (65)

Alternatively, one can describe the dynamics in terms of
canonical variables p and q, where p is equal to sz and q
is the angle in the sx, sy plane [1]:

sz = p , sx = r(p) cos q , sy = r(p) sin q (66)

with radius (compare (59))

r(p)=r0
(
1
2 +p

)m/2( 1
2−p

)n/2
, r0 =m1−n/2n1−m/2. (67)

Then the dynamics is given by the standard Poisson
bracket {A,B} = ∂pA∂qB − ∂qA∂pB and the Hamilto-
nian

H(p, q) = εp+ vr(p) cos q . (68)

Note that in this formulation the restriction to the Kum-
mer surface (59) is immediately obvious.

Furthermore this canonical description can be conve-
niently used as a basis for a semiclassical WKB-type
quantization recovering the individual multi-particle en-
ergy eigenvalues and eigenstates from the mean-field as
carried out for (m,n) = (1, 1) in [35–37] and for (m,n) =
(2, 1) in [1]. This quantization condition reads

S(ηEν) = 2πη(ν + 1
2 ) (69)

where S(E) is the phase space area enclosed by the orbit
of energy E.

Here we will confine ourselves to the density of states
and extend the analysis of previous work [1, 35] to general
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values of m and n. The many-particle density of states
ρ(E) at a scaled energy E is (approximately) related to
the mean-field period T (E) = dS/dE of the orbit by

ρ(E)≈ 1
2π T (E)=

1

π

∫ p+

p−

dp√
(U+(p)−E)(E−U−(p))

, (70)

where

U±(p) = εp± v r(p) (71)

are momentum-dependent potential curves with
U+(± 1

2 ) = U−(± 1
2 ) = ± ε

2 and p± are the turning points,
the real valued solutions of U±(p) = E falling into the
interval [− 1

2 ,+
1
2 ]. The function under the square root

in (70),

(U+(p)− E)(E − U−(p)) = v2r2(p)− (E − εp)2, (72)

is a polynomial of order m+ n in p and the integral (70)
can be evaluated in closed form for (m,n) = (1, 1) and
(m,n) = (2, 1) [1, 35].

Numerical examples of the mean-field approximation
in comparison with the quantum many-particle density
are presented in section IV.

C. Fixed points

Important for the organization of the dynamics both
in classical and quantum mechanics are the fixed points
of the motion. The fixed points are found at sy = 0
and εsx = vf(sz). This is always satisfied at the poles
s± = (0, 0,± 1

2 ), so that the poles are fixed points for
all parameter values, however their character can change
from a center to a saddle.

The fixed point condition can be rewritten as ε2s2x =
v2f2(sz) or, using (59) and (45),

16ε2mn−2nm−2 (73)

= v2
(
1
2 +sz

)m−2( 1
2−sz

)n−2 (
2(n+m)sz + n−m

)2
.

The real roots of this polynomial of degree m + n − 2
with − 1

2 ≤ sz ≤ + 1
2 , sx = vf(sz) sy = 0. yield the

fixed points, whose character can be determined from
the eigenvalues of the Jacobi matrix

λ± = ±
√
−ε2 − v2f ′(sz) , (74)

which are a complex conjugate pair for a center, i.e. a
rotation with frequency

ω =
√
ε2 + v2f ′(sz) (75)

or a pair of real numbers with different signs for a saddle
point. Note that for m = n the fixed point equation (73)
simplifies to

ε2m2m−4 = v2
(
1
4 − s

2
z

)m−2
s2z , (76)

a polynomial of order m−1.
It is instructive to have a look at figure 2. At a fixed

point the energy plane E = vsx + εsz is tangential to
the Kummer surface, i.e. the slope of the straight line
sx = (E − εsz)/v must be equal to the slope of r(sz).
For (m,n) = (1, 1), i.e. for the Bloch sphere, this can
always be satisfied. For m = 2 or n = 2 the slope r′(sz)
is bounded by the slope at − 1

2 or +1
2 , which is equal to

2n/2−1 or 2m/2−1, i.e. we have ε2/v2 ≤ 2n−2 or ε2/v2 ≤
2m−2.

For m,n > 2 the slope at the poles is zero, so that
r′(sz) has a maximum value at the point of inflection.
One can easily show that there are only two such points
of inflection, for the symmetric case m = n located at
sz = ±1/2

√
m− 1, with the consequence that there can

be at most two points where r′(sz) has a prescribed value,
i.e. two fixed points s1,2 with sx > 0, and, because of
symmetry, two additional ones at −s1,2.

At critical parameter values the number of fixed points
changes. This can happen in two ways at εc:

(i) Two fixed points can coalesce and disappear. This
saddle-node bifurcation must necessarily occur at the in-
flection point sz of r(sz) and the critical value of ε is given
by its slope as the slope at this point: εc = ±vr′(sz).

(ii) Fixed points can enter or leave the system at the
poles in a transcritical bifurcation [1]. Because the slope
of r(sz) at the poles is zero for m,n > 2, this can (for
ε 6= 0) only happen if m or n is equal to 2, for m = 2
at the south pole for εc = v 21−n/2 and for n = 2 at the
north pole for εc = v 21−m/2. A stability analysis shows
that here a center at the pole changes into a saddle and
a new center appears moving away form the pole. In the
parameter region −εc < ε < εc we have therefore three
fixed points if only one of the m,n is equal to two or four
if m = n = 2. Outside this region there are only two,
namely the poles. For ε = 0 and m > 2 the fixed point at
the south pole is degenerate and bifurcates into a saddle
and a center for ε 6= 0, as well at the north pole for n > 2.

One should realize that the sum of the Poincaré indices
(centers have index +1, saddles index -1, see, e.g., [38])
remains constant on the Kummer surface for bifurcations
of type (i), whereas it changes for type (ii).

IV. MEAN-FIELD AND MANY-PARTICLE
CORRESPONDENCE

Let us discuss the correspondence between quantum
many-particle eigenvalues and mean-field dynamics for
some cases in more detail. We will use the notation p, q
introduced at the end of section III B. The allowed mean-
field energy interval is bounded by the energies at the
fixed points pf , the real solutions of the polynomial (73)
in the interval [− 1

2 ,+
1
2 ], i.e. E± = ±ε/2 for the fixed

points at the poles or

Ej =
v2

ε
f(pj) + εpj (77)
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at the additional fixed points pj , provided they exist,
which are minima or maxima of the energy function (68).
For large values of |ε|, in the supercritical regime, where
we have only two fixed points at the poles, the mean-field
energy interval is E− < E < E+, and in the subcritical
regime below the critical value(s) of ε, the upper or lower
bound of the energy region is given by the energy (77).

The quantum state density ρ(E) at an energy E can
be approximately described by T (E)/2π (compare (70)),
where the mean-field period T (E) given by the inte-
gral (70) can be efficiently evaluated by means of a
Gauss-Mehler quadrature. If the fixed point is a cen-
ter, T (E)/2π is given by the inverse frequency ω =√
ε2 + v2f ′(pc) at the center pc (see (75)). In the subcrit-

ical parameter region, the period T diverges logarithmi-
cally at the the saddle point energies, as already observed
before for the Bloch sphere m = n = 1 [35, 39] and for
(m,n) = (2, 1) [1]. Therefore the quantum energy eigen-
values accumulate at the all-molecule configurations in
this regime, as will be demonstrated by the examples be-
low.

It is worthwhile to note that in all cases the eigenval-
ues are non-degenerate so that all apparent crossings are
avoided as already observed before for an atom-molecule
conversion system [5]. This, however is simply a con-
sequence of the fact that the Hamiltonian is tridiagonal
(see section II B) and hence can only have eigenvalue de-
generacies if all off-diagonal elements vanish [40].

(1) For (m,n) = (1, 1), i.e. for the dynamics on the Bloch
sphere, we have f(p) = p and the two fixed points are at

p± = ±1/(2
√

1 + v2/ε2), q+ = 0, q− = π, which are

both centers with frequency ω =
√
ε2 + v2 and an energy

E± = H(p±, q±) = ± 1
2

√
ε2 + v2 . (78)

Moreover one can easily show that all points move on
circles with frequency ω. Consequently the quantum
state density is approximately constant in the interval
E− < E < E+.

(2) The case (m,n) = (2, 1) has been analyzed in [1, 14].
Here the Kummer surface

s2x + s2y = r2(p)

= 2
(
1
2 + p

)2( 1
2 − p

)
= 1

4 + 1
2p− p

2 − 2p3 (79)

has the shape of a teardrop. At the north pole it is
smooth and there is a tip at the south pole. The slope of
r(p) at the south pole is equal to

√
2, which is the critical

value of ±ε/v. Therefore the subcritical regime can be

identified as −
√

2 < ε/v < +
√

2 (see also [1, 14]) and the
supercritial one with only two fixed points at the poles
otherwise. With f(p) = − 1

4 + p + 3p2 the equations of
motion written in terms of the ŝj are

ṡx = −εsy , ṡy = εsx−v
(
− 1

4 +sz+3s2z
)
, ṡz = vsy (80)

and the equation for the z-component of the fixed points
reads(

1
2 + p

)(
9v2p2 + (2ε2 − 3v2)p+ v2

4 − ε
2
)

= 0 (81)
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E

−2 0 2
−1.5
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0.5

1

1.5

ε

E

FIG. 3: (m,n) = (2, 1) : Mean-field fixed point energies (red)
and (scaled) many-particle energies (blue) in dependence of ε
for v = 1 and N = 80 particles.

−0.8 −0.4 0 0.4 0.8
0

1
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T
(E

)/
2π

−1 −0.5 0 0.5 1 1.5
0

1

2

3
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T
(E
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FIG. 4: (m,n) = (2, 1) : Mean-field period T (E) divided by
2π (red line) and many-particle density of states (histogram)
for N = 9000 particles for v = 1 and ε = 0.5 (left) and ε = 1.5
(right).

with the expected solution p = − 1
2 and two solutions

of the quadratic equation, where one of them is in the
interval − 1

2 ≤ p ≤
1
2 and the second one only in the sub-

critical case [1, 14]. The x-component can be determined
by sx = vf(p)/ε. In the supercritical case, where only
the two fixed points at the poles exist, both of them are
centers, otherwise the one at the south pole is a saddle
point, whereas the other two are centers. At the south
pole the slope of f(p) is equal to −2, so that the eigen-

value (74) of the stability matrix is λ = ±
√
−ε2 + 2v2,

which again yields a center in the supercritical case and a
saddle point in the subcritial regime. Detailed numerical
examples can be found in [1]. The mean-field energies
at the fixed points are shown in figure 3 and compared
with the the quantum eigenvalues for N = 80 particles
(Ndim = 41), which are clearly organized by the classical
fixed point energies. (Note that the mean-field energies
E must be rescaled by a factor η = 1/Ndim.)

Figure 4 shows the mean-field period T (E)/2π as well as
a histogram of the many-particle eigenvalues (scaled by a
factor η) for N = 9000 particles for v = 1 in the sub- and
supercritical region. The density of states is in excellent
agreement with the mean-field period. At the boundaries
of the allowed energy interval it is equal to the reciprocal
period at the centers. In the subcritical case, there is a
divergence at the energy −ε/2 at the south pole in the
limit N →∞. Such a level bunching at the classical sad-
dle point energy in this limit can be related to a quantum
phase transition [6, 14].
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FIG. 5: (m,n) = (2, 2) : Mean-field fixed point energies (red)
and (scaled) many-particle energies (blue) in dependence of ε
for v = 1 and N = 160 particles.
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FIG. 6: (m,n) = (2, 2) : Mean-field period T (E) divided by
2π (red line) and many-particle density of states (histogram)
for N = 9000 particles for v = 1 and ε = 0.2 (left) and ε = 1.2
(right).

(3) For the case m = n = 2 we have

r(p) = 1
4 − p

2 , f(p) = 2p
(
1
4 − p

2
)

(82)

and the fixed points are found from (76) as

p = ± ε

2v
, sx =

v

ε
f(p) = ±1

4

(
1− ε2

v2

)
(83)

for ε2 < v2. These fixed points are centers and the fixed
points at the poles are saddles. For ε2 > v2 we find only
two centers at the poles. The energy at the fixed points
(83) is

E1,2 = ±v
4

(
1 +

ε2

v2

)
(84)

a curve, that joins smoothly with the energies E± = ±ε/2
at the critical values ε = ±v. Figure 5 shows the mean-
field energies at the fixed points and the quantum eigen-
values for N = 160 particles (Ndim = 41), which are
again supported by the classical skeleton of fixed point
energies.

Histograms of the may-particle eigenvalues are shown
in figure 6 for N = 9000 particles for v = 1 in compar-
ison with the mean-field periods, again in the sub- and
supercritical regions. Because of m = n the distributions
are symmetric. For ε = 0.2 there are two saddle points
at the poles, and hence two singularites, and for ε = 1.2
we only have two centers at the poles with frequency
ω =

√
(v2 − ε2)/2 (see (75)).

−0.2 −0.1 0 0.1 0.2
−0.1

−0.05

0

0.05

0.1

ε

E

−0.2 −0.1 0 0.1 0.2
−0.1

−0.05

0

0.05

0.1

ε

η 
E

FIG. 7: (m,n) = (3, 3) : Mean-field fixed point energies (red)
and (scaled) many-particle energies (blue) in dependence of ε
for v = 1 and N = 360 particles.

(4) The case (m,n) = (3, 3) is more involved. First we
have

r(p) = 1
3

(
1
4 − p

2
)3/2

, f(p) = 1
3p
(
1
4 − p

2
)2

(85)

and the fixed points are found from (76), a second order
polynomial in p2, as

p = ±
√

1
8

(
1±

√
1− (8ε/v)2

)
, sx = v

ε f(p) (86)

for (8ε)2 < v2. Note that here we have four fixed points
in addition to the poles, which is the maximum number
possible, as discussed above. This transcritcal bifurcation
occurs for ε = 0 at the degenerate fixed points located at
the poles.

Figure 7 shows the energies at the six fixed points in de-
pendence of ε. The four non-trivial ones trace out a dou-
ble swallow tail curve with four cusps at the critical values
εc = ±v/8 with energy E = ±v/12

√
2 = ±

√
2ε/3, which

is slightly smaller than the energy ±ε/2 at the poles. The
fixed points close to the line ±ε are saddle points, those
on the curved lines passing through E = ±v/24 for ε = 0
are centers. At the cusps the character changes, which
can also be seen from the vanishing of the eigenvalues
of in Jacobi matrix (74). Again, as demonstrated in fig-
ure 7 for N = 320 particles (Ndim = 41), the classical
fixed point energies provide a skeleton for the quantum
eigenvalues.

It is instructive to have a look at the potential curves
U±(p) defined in (71) and shown in figure 8 for v = 1 and
selected values of ε. For ε = 0.08 we are in the subcritical
region and the potential U−(p) has a minimum and a very
shallow maximum, which is hard to identify in the plot,
but it must necessarily exist because the slope of both po-
tentials U±(p) at p = − 1

2 is equal to ε, i.e. positive. This
shallow maximum with energy Emax− appears as a fixed
point of the dynamics, a saddle point with energy E−,
and the minimum with energy Emin− as a center. The
same is true, of course, for the potential curve U+(p) with
a saddle energy E+, a maximum Emax+ and a minimum
Emin+. At the critical value εc = v/8 the minimum and
the maximum coalesce and disappear for larger values of
ε.

In the subcritical region |ε| < εc there exist two discon-
nected allowed potential regions in the energy intervals
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FIG. 8: (m,n) = (3, 3) : Potentials U+(p) (blue) and U−(p)
(red) for v = 1 and ε = 0.08, 0.125, 0.15 (from left to right).
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FIG. 9: (m,n) = (3, 3) : Mean-field period T (E) divided by
2π (red line) and many-particle density of states (histogram)
for N = 9000 particles for v = 1 and ε = 0.08, 0.125, 0.15
(from left to right).

E− < E < Emax− and Emin+ < E < E+, both con-
tributing to the mean-field density of states (70), which
therefore shows four steps at the energies of the minima
and maxima and two logarithmic singularities at the en-
ergies of the saddle points. Figure 9 shows histograms of
the state density and mean-field periods for v = 1 and se-
lected values of ε in different regions. The case ε = 0.08 is
in the subcritical region discussed above, for the critical
value ε = 0.125 the minima and maxima coincide with
the saddle point, shown as two singularities of the mean-
field period, which disappear in the supercritical regime.
Here, however, they are still observable as peaks in the
vicinity of the former singularities, as shown in the figure
for ε = 0.15. With increasing ε these maxima decrease.

Let us finally explore the subcritical case ε = 0.08 in
more detail to resolve the structure of the state densities
in this regime. A magnification of the neighborhood of

−0.042 −0.04 −0.038
0

40

80

E

T
(E

)/
2π

FIG. 10: (m,n) = (3, 3) : Magnification of the vicinity of the
left singularity in figure 9 for ε = 0.08, however for N = 72000
particles.
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FIG. 11: Many-particle (scaled) energies in dependence of
ε for v = 1 and (m,n) = (3, 1) (left, N = 120 particles) and
(m,n) = (3, 2) (right, N = 240 particles).
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FIG. 12: (m,n) = (3, 2) : Mean-field period T (E) divided by
2π (red line) and many-particle density of states (histogram)
for N = 9000 particles for v = 1 and ε = 0.2, 0.4, 0.8 from
left to right.

the singularity in figure 9 (left panel) is shown in figure
10, however for N = 72000 particles, where we clearly
observe the step at E− = 0.04 in addition to the singu-
larity at the saddle point energy Emax− in the quantum
density of states.

(5) Finally we will briefly consider the cases (m,n) =
(3, 1) and (3, 2) whose energy eigenvalues are shown in
figure 11 for N = 120 or 240 particles. Their structure
should be understandable now without presenting their
classical skeleton.

The figure on the left, for (3, 1), is a combination
of the structures already shown in figures 3 and 7 for
(m,n) = (2, 1) and (3, 3), respectively. At the north pole
the Kummer surface is smooth and generates no bifurca-
tion. At the south pole we find a cusp, leading to a cusp
singularity as in the case (3, 3) showing up in the upper
left and lower right of the (E, ε)-plane.

The figure on the right, for (3, 2), also combines fea-
tures discussed before. Again we observe the cusps on the
upper left and lower right, but here we also have a tip
of the Kummer surface at the north pole, giving rise to
a bifurcation and the additional line E = ε/2 as already
seen in figures 5 and 7. The multi-particle densities are
shown in figure 12 along with the mean-field periods in
different parameter regions (ε = 0.2, 0.4 and 0.8). One of
the two singularities for ε = 0.2 changes into a maximum
for ε = 0.4 and for ε = 0.8 also the second singularity
disappeared.
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V. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

The mean-field approximation is quite often indispens-
able in studies of multi-particle quantum systems. In ad-
dition, as demonstrated above for simple types of parti-
cle conversion systems, it also offers illuminating tools for
understanding the characteristic features of quantum sys-
tems. The energy spectra, for example, are clearly sup-
ported by the skeleton of mean-field fixed points, showing
up, e.g., as boundaries, steps of singularities of the quan-
tum state densities in the thermodynamic limit of large
particle numbers.

In addition, the present analysis is based on polynomi-
ally deformed algebras, where an interesting connection
between quantum (commutator) algebras and classical
(Poisson bracket) ones appeared. The observed differ-
ences deserve further studies. It should also be noted that
the transition from quantum to mean-field, the ‘classical-
ization’, employed here is quite heuristic and deserves a
more sophisticated treatment, for example in terms of
coherent states for deformed algebras as already pointed
out in [1].

Finally, the present study concentrated on the spec-
tral features of the conversion systems. A comparison of
quantum and mean-field dynamics will also be of interest
and corresponding investigations based on semiclassical
phase space densities [41] will be presented in future pub-
lications.

Appendix A: Polynomial deformations of su(2)

The deformed algebra is generated by the three ele-

ments Ĵ0 = Ĵ†0 , Ĵ+ = Ĵ†− satisfying

[Ĵ0, Ĵ±] = ±Ĵ± , [Ĵ+, Ĵ−] = 2F̂ (Ĵ0) , (A1)

where [ . , . ] is the commutator, and F̂ (Ĵ0) =
∑k
j=0 αj Ĵ

j
0

is a polynomial of order k. For F̂ (Ĵ0) = Ĵ0 we have

[Ĵ+, Ĵ−] = 2Ĵ0, i.e. the Lie algebra su(2), so that we
have a polynomial deformation of su(2). It can be shown
that the Casimir operator is given by

Ĉ = Ĵ−Ĵ+ + φ̂(Ĵ0) (A2)

where φ̂(Ĵ0) is a polynomial in Ĵ0 of order k + 1 with

φ̂(0) = 0, which can be expressed in terms of Bernoulli

functions Bn(z) and Bernoulli numbers Bn = Bn(0) as

φ̂(Ĵ0) = 2

k∑
j=0

(−1)j+1

j + 1
αj
(
Bj+1(−Ĵ0)−Bj+1

)
, (A3)

related to F̂ (Ĵ0) by

F̂ (Ĵ0) = 1
2

(
φ̂(Ĵ0)− φ̂(Ĵ0 − 1)

)
. (A4)

(see, e.g., [28] and references therein). Up to third order,
k = 3, (A3) yields

φ̂(Ĵ0) =
(

2α0 + α1 + α2

3

)
Ĵ0 +

(
α1 + α2 + α3

2

)
Ĵ2
0

+
(

2α2

3 + α3

)
Ĵ3
0 + α3

2 Ĵ
4
0 (A5)

(see also [30, 31]). Alternatively, with

Ĵx = 1
2

(
Ĵ+ + Ĵ−

)
, Ĵy = 1

2i

(
Ĵ+ − Ĵ−

)
, Ĵz = Ĵ0 , (A6)

and

[Ĵy, Ĵz] = iĴx , [Ĵz, Ĵx] = iĴy , [Ĵx, Ĵy] = i F̂ (Ĵz) (A7)

the Casimir (A2) is written as

Ĉ= Ĵ2
x+Ĵ2

y−F̂ (Ĵz)+φ̂(Ĵz)= Ĵ2
x+Ĵ2

y+1
2

(
φ̂(Ĵz)+φ̂(Ĵz−1)

)
.

(A8)
For polynomials up to third order (A5) implies

Ĉ = Ĵ2
x + Ĵ2

y − α0 +
(

2α0 + α2

3

)
Ĵz

+
(
α1 + α3

2

)
Ĵ2
z + 2α2

3 Ĵ3
z + α3

2 Ĵ4
z . (A9)

For the linear case F̂ (Ĵz) = Ĵz we have φ̂(Ĵz) = Ĵz + Ĵ2
z

and Ĉ = Ĵ2
x + Ĵ2

y + Ĵ2
z .

It should be noted that these results are only valid for
the commutator and not for the Poisson bracket (see the
footnote in [17]).
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